Serving
an industry
that knows
what good
service
means.

Your best
source for all
commercial kitchen
ventilation applications
Hood Depot™ offers a complete line of ventilation systems covering every conceivable cooking application --and then some. Graziano’s Parrilla
Argentina, a superb steakhouse, cooks with an asador, a huge, low-to-theground, wood-burning grill that burns the hard wood of the South American
quebracho tree, whose smoke has a distinctive fragrance--part of the trendy
restaurant’s unique appeal. Hood Depot™ custom designed the asado’s circular hood --and the efficient ventilation engineering to assure both code
compliance and many years of La camira de sud.

954 570-4083
800 322-8730
Fax 954 570-9865
www: hooddepot.net

Manufacturers of Commercial Kitchen Range Hood Systems
710 S. Powerline Road, Deerfield Beach, FL 33442

DISTRIBUTED BY

And when we say all applications, we mean it!
RESTAURANTS • CAFES • NIGHTCLUBS • CONCESSION STANDS • HOSPITALS • SCHOOLS • UNIVERSITIES • FAST FOOD • CONVENIENCE STORES
TAVERNS • FOOD STANDS • CAFETERIAS • DINERS • FOOD COURTS • FOOD TRUCKS • ARENAS • CORPORATE DINING • COOKING SCHOOLS
HI-RISE RESTAURANT • CRUISELINE DINING • DELICATESSENS • BAGEL SHOPS • PIZZARIAS • DINING HALLS • MESQUITE GRILLS • KIOSKS
ROASTING PITS • CATERERS • AIRPORT RESTAURANTS • HIBACHIS • TEST KITCHENS • FOOD RESEARCH LABS • CLEAN ROOMS • WOKS
BARBECUE • INSTITUTIONS • CULINARY SCHOOLS • FOOD MANUFACTURING • MOBILE KITCHENS • YACHT GALLEYS • RESIDENTIAL KITCHENS

Setting a world-wide standard for quality and cutting edge ventilation technology

Cutting edge
technology,
old world
craftmanship

Hood Depot™ products:
• Complete Kitchen Ventilation Systems
• Utility Distribution Systems (UDS)
• Kitchen Cool Air Handler
• Demand Ventilation Logic Control Panel
• Air Purification Units
• LED Hood Lights
• Low CFM Energy Saving Filters
• Integrated Fire Suppression Systems
• Full Line of Accessories
Hood Depot’s manufacturing capability
is second to none. Using quality equipment such as our Multi-Cam plasma
cutter (above) that cuts stainless steel
parts like butter to precise engineering
specs. Our metal punch machine (right)

is a Boschert 1250, used to make an
array of duplicate parts to exact tolerances of our CNC KAD software, interfaced with our engineering department
software, which draws from our Reddit
3D modeling program.

With our commitment to green energy
savings, Hood Depot™ offers the Demand control panel, a hood controller
with logic circuit that adjusts fan speeds
according to peak and slow cooking
times to save energy --and money.

Hood Depot™ ships to every location
in the world, with established customers in over 22 countries including the
Afghan war zone. From a single part to
huge multi-hood systems, we do what it
takes to bring quality ventilation to others.

Large project or small, we guarantee timely turn-around and delivery to anywhere in the world!

Hood Depot™ services:
• Full Factory Service & Installation Support
• Custom Engineering tailored to your needs
• Laboratory tested effective for smoke
and grease vapors
• Energy saving, green project specialists
• World-wide shipping and service assistance

For information call 954 570-4083

